Lucio Fontana Prices - forevernokia.com
these are the highest prices of lucio fontana paintings - lucio fontana often lined the back of his canvases with black
gauze in order to make the darkness shimmer behind the cuts in his works and thus create the illusion of depth fontana s
works have been exhibited numerous times internationally and his first solo exhibition was at galleria del milione in milan
back in 1931, lucio fontana 1899 1968 auction sales auction prices - lucio fontana 1899 1968 italy is an artist born in
1899 the oldest auction result ever registered on the website for an artwork by this artist is a painting sold in 1984 at christie
s and the most recent auction result is a sculpture volume sold in 2019 artprice com s price levels for this artist are based on
6 304 auction results, lucio fontana prices 210 auction price results - how much is your lucio fontana worth research 210
lucio fontana prices and auction results in art learn the market value of your lucio fontana, lucio fontana post war
contemporary art christie s - lucio fontana learn about lucio fontana 1899 1968 post war contemporary art artist their past
and upcoming works offered at auction at christie s upcoming lots by this artist, lucio fontana 241 artworks bio shows on
artsy - throughout his prolific career lucio fontana demonstrated a relentless interest in the relationship between surface and
dimensionality fontana formulated the theory of spatialism in a series of manifestos dating from the late 1940s to early
1950s proposing that matter should be infiltrated by energy in order to read more, lucio fontana artist fine art prices
auction records - lucio fontana 19 february 1899 7 september 1968 was an italian argentinian painter and sculptor he was
mostly known as the founder of spatialism and his ties to arte povera, lucio fontana auction price results invaluable view over 3192 lucio fontana artworks sold at auction to research and compare prices subscribe to access price results for
150 000 different artists
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